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ON VALUATIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
OF MANY V ARIABLES 
Part two 
By 
Hiroshi INOUE 
1 published a paper on the same theme as this in 10ur. Science. Hokｭ
kaido. Univ. Vol. 21, No. 1, in 1970. The following is its continuation. So 
1 want to use in this paper the same symbols that 1 used in the preceding 
one as much as possible. 
K is a 五eld with a discrete nort-archimedean valuation Vo and W is 
a given extension of it to a polynomial ring K[x， 叫. Then VlO= [Y;凹 ， VlOx
=Wx=μd is a valuation of the ring K[x] , namely, of its quotient field Kx 
and in the same way V 01 =[VOO , V01y= Wy= ν1] is a valuation of the ring 
K[y] , consequently, of its quotient field Ky. And Vll = [Y;∞ ， VllX= μ1 ， Vlly 
=ν1] is a valuation of the ring K[x, y] and the last simply augmented valuaｭ
tion U which appears in the series of augmented inductive valuations binding 
Vll and W is decided uniquely by W and the series of continuous xy-doubly 
augmented inductive valuations binding U and W is decided uniquely by .W 
1 proved al of them in Part one. 
In this paper，五rst in ~ 11, 1 make series of continuous simply augmented 
inductive valuations binding Vll and U. Next 1 expect to investigate strucｭ
tures of key-polynomials which produce simply augmented valuations or doubly 
augmented ones and structures of the residue class rings of K[x, y] by these 
valuations. But for the sake of it, 1 found a fact that we can inspect these 
structures naturally after we can solve the next problem which 1 name 
“Principal Problem" in this paper. 
Principal Problem 
Vpo is a given disc何'te non-archimedean valuation of K[x] and VOq is 
a given one of K[y] and both VpO and VOq induce the same valuation VOO 
in K. 
In this cas久 theproblem is how we should make such valuations W of 
K[x, y] that induce VpO in K[x] and Y;句 in K[y]. 
To make such valuations is my chief study in this paper. 
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~ 11. Series of continuous simply augmented inductive valuations 
Among these series, 1 presented the two simplest ones in Part one; the 
五rst one in ~ 8, 
包包 9日 記8 ?/8 1/."1 ?J.r; 18 
Vl1 く VZ1 く… <V1J < V)J2 < V]J3 < … <V問 =u
and the second one in ~ 9 
Vl1< V12 く・・・ < V1" , < V2Q ， く・・・ <Vpγ =u
In addition to these two, there are many other series of continuous simply 
augmented inductive valuations binding Vl1 and U. A method to make one 
of them is as follows; 
If we want to make a continuous x-simply augmented valuation of V l1 , 
五rst of al we must inspect whether such a polynomial f(x) of x for which 
Hゲ(x)> Vl1f(x) exists. If such a polynomial f(x) does not exist, then no 
x-simply augmented valuation of Vl1 exists. If such polynomials f(x) exist, 
then out of them we select such polynomials 9 (x) whose degrees are minimum 
and next out of these 9 (x) we pick up such a polynomial <ﾞ2 (x) for which 
W<ﾞ2(X)-Vl1<ﾞ2(X) is minimum and whose leading coe伍cient is 1. 
Then <ﾞ2(X) becomes an x-key polynomial of Vl1 which is a valuation of 
Ky [x] whose coe伍cient f?ld Kク has the valuation V01' We make Vム as
follows; 
V21 = [Vl1 , V21<ﾞ2 = W<ﾞ2 = μ2] . 
れ1 ﾎs a continuous x-simply augmented valuation of Vll ・
In the same way as above, we continue such processes and we obtain a 
series of continuous x-simply augmented inductive valuations 
Vl1 < V21 < V31 < ・・・<吹雪1 ・
Next, if we want to make a continuous ν-simply augmented valuation 
of V81 ， 五rst of all, we must inspect whether such a polynomial h(ν) of y 
for which Wh(ν)> V81 h(ν) exists. If such a polynomial does not exist, no 
y-simply augmented valuation of V'l exists. 
If such a polynomial exists, we make a valuation V,o which V81 induces 
in K[x]. And we select such polynomials l(x, y) whose degrees with respect 
toνare minimum, out of such polynomials h(x, y) for which Wh(x, y)> 
Vs1 h(x， γ). And moreover out of these l(x, y) we pick up a polynomial 
ψZ(x， ν) for which W1'2(X, y)-V'l1'2(X, y) is minimum and whose coe伍cient
of the term of the highest power of νis 1. Then 1'2 (ふ ν) is a y-key polyｭ
nomial of VS1 which is a valuation of K , [y] whose coefﾌcient f?ld Kど has
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the valuation V80 ・ Let be an expansion of an arbitrary polynomial k(x, y) 
by (Mx， ν)=仇
ん (x， ν) = ~ム(x， γ)ψ;
, where degy ki(x， ν)<degyψ2 for i=0, 1, 2,"', n. 
Then the function VS2 defined as follows is a continuous y-simply aug・
mented valuation of VS1 of the ring Kx [y] ; 
V82 k(x， ド吋in[V81ム (x， γ)+iW</J2]
V82 is denoted simply as 
VS2 = [VS1' VS2</J2 = W</J2 = ν2] . 
By repeating such processes we obtain a series of continuous y-simply 
augmented inductive valuations 
ys ys y.~ 
V81 < V82 < ・・・ < Vst 
Next, if we want to make a continuous x-simply augmented valuation 
of Vst , we must inspect whether such a polynomial f(x) of x for which 
W f(x) > V8d(x) exists. If such a polynomial does not exist, then no xｭ
simply augmented valuation of V8t exists. If such a polynomial f(x) exists, 
we can make an x-simply augmented valuation of Vst ・ But for the sake of 
it, as 1 explained in ~ 4, we must transform the valuation Vst of the ring 
Kx[y] into a valuation Vs't' of the ring Ky[x]. Namely，五rst we must make 
a valuation VOt' which V8t induces in K[y]. In this case each y-key polyｭ
nomial which appears at each stage on the way while we make a series of 
continuous y-augmented inductive valuations from V01 to VOt' , may be geｭ
nerally di任erent from the y-key polynomials which produced respectively 
VSl> V 82 , ・・・ ， V,,, and t isnot always equal to t' , as 1 showed in Example 10. 6. 
Next we make the valuation Vst as the last valuation Vs't' of a series of 
continuous x-simply augmented inductive valuations of the polynomial ring 
Ky [x] whose coe伍cient 島ld Ky has the valuation VOt" 
Vst == v:内，= [VQtf, V)tfX = Wι V2tφ~ = Wø~ ， "', V8't ， Ø~ ， = WØ~，] . 
Herein ø~ ， ø; , "', ø~ ， are generally polynomials of x and y and may generally 
be respectively different from the polynomials ﾘ2' Ø3 γ ・・，ム which produce 
V 21 , V31 ， ・"， v"l respectively and 5' is not always equal to 5. 
Namely V,t is a valuation of the polynomial ring Kx[Y] whose coe伍cient
field Kx has the valuation V 80 , but only after we transform Vst into a valua-
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tion V:η， of the polynomial ring of Ky[x] whose coe伍cient field Ky has the 
valuation VOt' , we can make an x-augmented valuation of V8't' ・
After we make V:η" out of such polynomial l (x， ν) for which ~Vl(x， y) 
> V:"t ,l(x, y) we pick up such a polynomial ifJs' 1 whose degree with respect 
to x is minimum and whose difference between Wム， 1ーに't ，ifJ"， → 1 1S m1ll1mum 
and whose coe伍cient of the term of the highest power of x is 1. And with 
ifJs' 1 we make a continuous x-simply augmented valuation Vs" l ,t' of Vs't' 
I玖ペζ心8' 1 ，川tド， =[V玖sηげ，叶γt' ， V玖yペ"ザ， 1υ， t 
Thus, as last we can attain U, because U is a discrete valuation. Therefore 
many series of continuous simply augmented inductive valuations binding Vll 
and U exist. 
Now, I want to prepare for solution of Principal Problem, but for the 
sake of it I must use many notions which MacLane used. So I explain 
these notions as simply as possible. 
~ 12. Homogeneous inductive valuations 
MacLane introduced a notion of “ homogeneous inductzve valuations門 as
“ normal forms" of valuations in M ~ 16. 
We first choose in K a complete set K' of "representatives" with respect 
to Vo, such that each element of K is equivalent in VO to one and only one 
representatlve. 
A series of augmented inductive valuations of K[x] 
V1 <V2 < ・・・ <Vi l<Vi < ・・・ <Vk
is called that of homogeneous inductive vallωtions when they satisfy the 
following conditions; 
let be 民= [Vi 1> ViifJi(X) = Pi] for i = 1, 2, "', k, 
and 仇=: L: ajØ~lljØ~t2j ・・・ ifJ'と1" 1>) (12.1) 
then ηぃ〈坐些笠上
山正ieg やp
for al terms in (12. 1) 
and 正lj belongs to K' and 
Vi-1ifJi = Vi 1ajifJ?"j ・・・ 0?f1 1J for al terms in (12. 1). 
According to M. Theorem 16. ~j ， any inductive constructed valuation from 
a discrete valuation VO of K is equal to a homogeneous inductive valuation 
and two equal homogeneous valuations of K[x] are identical by M. Theorem 
16.4. (See ~ 27). 
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Namely, if Vk and Wt are two homogeneous valuations of K[x] and 
for any polynomial f(x) 
and 
and 
then 
and 
Vkf(x) = Wef(x) 
Vk = [Vo, V1x = μ1 ， ..., Vkr? = μk] 
Wt =[司令， W14E=ν1>… ，WtCﾞt = ).it] 
1 <deg r?<deg rþ3< ・・・ <deg 仇
1 <deg Cﾞ2<deg CÞ3< ・・・ <degCÞt
Vo = Wo and k = t 
私=弘 (i= 1, 2,… , k) 
(i= 1, 2,… , k) . 
In the same way a series of continuous x-augmented homogeneous in・
ductive valuations from VlO to W is decided uniquely by W according to 
Theorem 2. 5. and every key polynomial 仇 (x) and its value f1k = Vk仇 are
decided uniquely by W. 
Hence 1 let be al valuations homogeneous in this paper. For example, 
in this paper 1 write the key polynomial 仇c1(x) as follows; 
。k ト 1 = rþ7:r~+ … +αi(X)rþ~r企+… +ao(x) (12, 2). 
In (12,2) 1 dropped al such terms aj(x)r?k which appear in the expansion 
of r? n = f(x) by M. Theorem 9. 4. and for which V:止向 (x)rþirl > Vkrþk+1 ・
So, for al terms that appear in (12, 2) the followings hold; 
Vkr? 1 = Vkai(x)rþ~q = Vkrþ7:r~ = Vkao(x) 
and degai(x)<degr?. 
~ 13. Approximants 
MacLane established a paper “ A construction for prime ideals as absolute 
values of an algebraic field" in “ Duke Jour. Vol. 2, No. 3." in 1936. In 
this paper 1 will often quote this paper of his. For example, D. Theorem 
5.2. is Theorem 5.2. in this paper. 
In it, MacLane studies to seek such series of augmented inductive valuaｭ
tions of K[x]. 
Let be 
V1<V2< ・・・ <Vk . 1 <Vk
V1 = [Vo, V1x = μ1] 
Vk= [V正 1 ， Vk仇 (x) = μk] 
(13. 1). 
for k=2， 3 ， ・・・
and for a given polynomial G(x) which is irreducible in K[x], the following 
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relations hold 
V1 G(X)<V2 G(X)< ー・ <Vk lG(X)< VkG(X) 
and moreover VkG(x) must be ∞ or lim V /, G(x) must be ∞. 
G(x)=g明 (x)抑+… +gt(x)点+… +go(x)
where deg g.;(x) <deg 払 for i=O, 1 ， 2 ，・・・ ， 1n.
Among the exponents j for which Vk G (x) = V，バ gjØ{) , let αbe the largest 
and ﾟ  the smallest. The di任erenceα ß ， which depends on both K and 
G(x) , is called the project of Vk(Symbol: Proj Vk) (D ~3). And in (13.1), 
if such a valuation V k , 1 for which Vk G (x) < Vk 十 1G (x) exists, then this case 
is said that the "terminating" case does not occur by the ふth stage, and if 
v止 G(x)= ∞， then the case is said that the "terminating" case occurs by 
the k-th stage. 
A necessary and su伍cient condition that the "ter・minating" case does 
not occur by the ふstage is that Proj Vk is positive. V，五 is called a k・th
ゅproximant to G(x). (D. Def?ition 3.3.) 
When G (x) is given, generally there are many series of approximants 
of G(刈， and MacLane gives the two following theorems; 
D. Theorem 5. 2. 
可 the "terminating" case does not occur by the k・th stage, there is a 
j杭ite 汎urnber of k-th al仲間ximants、 such that 
Ij(日可児) (deg ﾘ(Vk) = deg G(x) , 
where や (V) represents the last key of V 肌d the surn is taken over all such 
augrnented vαluations V/,. 
D. Theorem 5. 3. 
可 there is a non-かzite hornogeneous indl叫~ive value Vk with Vk G (:均
=∞、 thenfor i く k the vαdue Vも frorn which Vk is obtained is the only i-th 
approxzrnant. 
If G(x) can be decomposed in Vk 1 as in D ~ 5 (4) , 
G(x)，.._， e(x)仇 J(x)"ψJ(x)n ， … ψ， (x)勺 in Vk 1 , 
namely one homogeneous key polynomial cpl (x) appears in this decomposition, 
by giving a suitable value VkcpJ(x) greater than Vk μJ(x) to cpJ (x) , we can 
make as follows; 
Vk lG(X)<Vλ G(x) 学∞.
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Therefore, when Vk G (x) = ∞， G (x) itself must be a homogeneous key 
polynomial in Vk - 1 ・
Definition 13. 1. 
V1<V2< ・・・ <Vλ
V(<V; く・・・く V;
(α) 
( ﾟ)
Both (α)ωzd iß) αre series of augmented inductive valuations which are ex幽
tensions of Vo to K[x] and when we make both (α) and (ﾟ) into series of 
continuous augmented inductive valuations by making dense the ways of 
the two series αs in ~ 3 , the two sel・ies of continuous augmented inductive 
valuations comjぅletely coincide with each other. In this case we say that 
(α) and (戸)αre on the same couηe. 
Then by D. Theorem 5.2. we obtain the following corollary. 
Corol1ary 13. 2. 
If G(x) is irreducible in K[x] 仰d(α)ωzd (戸)， the t叩ofollowing series 
of augmented inductive 叫んations which are extensions of 九 to K[x] 
V1 <V2< ・・・ <V止ーI<Vk
V:<V;< ー .<V~ I<V~ 
satisfy the following conditions 
V1G(X)<V2 G(X)< …< Vk1 G(x)< VkG(x) 
V(G(x)< V;G(x)< …く V; 1 G(x)< V~G(x) 
and Vk= [Vk 1 , VkG(x)= μk] ， that is, G(x) is the last key polynomial that 
produces Vk and VkG(x)= V~G(x) ， then (α) and (戸) are on the same course 
and Vk= V;. 
(α) 
(ﾟ) 
In this corollary VkØk士院 may be finite. 
Theorem 13. 3. 
If V1<V2< ・・・ <Vk I<Vλ 
?? ??
is a series of aug怖のlted inductive vα，luations which are extensions of 11，、 to
K[x] and 
and 
Vk = [Vk 1, Vkﾘk = ,uk] , 
V(<V;< ・・・ <V; I<V; (? 
is another series of augmented inductive valuαtions which are α:tensions of 
Vo to K[x] and 
V1'仇<V;払<・・・ <V:- 1 Øk<V;払=ん，
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then Vk = V; or V; is an aug:机ented valuation of Vk. 
Proof 
仇 is the last key polynomial, so 仇 is irreducible and V1仇< V2Øk< ・・・
く Vk ゆk く VkØk= Pk ・
We can make both (r) and (? into series of continuous augmented inｭ
ductive valuation by making dense the ways of (r) and (? as in ~ 3, then 
according to Corollary 13.2. and Theorem 2.6, Vk equals to V: , or V.バ 1S
equal to a valuation between V; 1 and V;. 
~ 14. Decompositions of the last key polynomial in v;, 
Theorem 14. 1. 
If V1 <V2 < ・・・ <Vp.1< Vp (14. 1) 
is a series of homogeneous augmented inductive valuations which are extenｭ
sions of 11，、 to K[x] ち then
。)J(x) ,._, ﾘi (X)bる in Vi 1 for i=2, 3, …,P , 
ωhere bも =deg 命。 Jdeg 恥 for i=2, 3, …, P. 
Therefore esドcially 仇~杭， in Vj ・
In order to prove this theorem , 1 will prove the two following lemmas 
before it. 
Lemma 14.2. 
In the series (14. 1), if 
Vi = [Vi 2, Vi - I 仇 1=μi ]， Vi?=pJ 
and h(x) is a homogeneous polynomial in Vi 1 
namely h(x) = gn(X)宵 1+ …十 gk(X)併 1+ ・・十 σ。 (X) , (14. 2) 
where deg gk (x) <deg 仇 1 for all terms in (14. 2) 
and 
, then 
αnd 
Proof 
so 
So, when n>ん
Vi Ih(x) = Vi Igkﾘtr for all terms in (14. 2) 
h(x)"_'g"?' 1 in Vi-2 
Vt_jh(x)-Vi 2h(x) = n[Vi 1 仇 1-Vt-2ﾘi-I]' 
deggk く正ieg1弘、
Vi Igk = Vi 2gk for al gk in (14.2.) 
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while 
then 
Therefore 
and 
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Vi 1 gn<Þ~'-1 -Vi 2 gn<Þ~' 1 士 n(Vi - 1 仇 1- Vi - 2 <þ包 1)
>ん (Vi-l <Þi-l- Vi - 2 ムー 1)
= Vi-l g Ir <ﾞt 1-Vi 2 g k<ﾞt 1 ・
Vi_1h(x) = Vi - I σn <Þ~-1 = Vi-lgk<Þt-l , 
Min [Vi 2れが 1] = Vt 2g"<Þ;'-1 ・
h(x)r-vσnØ~~-l in Vi 2 ・
Vi 2h(x) = Vも 2gnØ~L-l
V包 Ih(x)- Vi 2h(x) = n [Vi 1 ム 1- Vi 2め 1] • 
Lemma 14.3. 
then 
In L側側 14.2 if 
Proof 
Let be 
deg h(x)<deg <ﾞi 
Vi Ih(x)-V乙 2 h (X)<Vi l<ﾞi-Vi 2 ふ.
。ι = <Þ~.I + …十 g~何 1+ … +g~(x)
ム is homogeneous in Vl _ 1, SO 
(14.3) . 
Vi 1 め =Vi 1 品。fl for al terms in (14. 3). 
h(x) = gn<ﾞ;' 1 十… +go(x) 
deg h(x) <deg <ﾞi 
n<C. 
So Vi 1ム -V12<ﾞ1 
= C[Vi I <Þ包 1-Vi 2<ﾞi 1] owing to Lemma 14.2. 
>n[Vi j 仇 j-V;
It is evident that both lemmas 14.2. and 14.3. hold when i moves from 3 
to p in the series (14.1). 
Now 1 can prove Theorem 14.1. 
Proof of Theorem 14.1. 
。]J == ø~，疋1'+ …十 h，， (x) 尚一1+ … +ho(x) (14. 4) 
Owing to Lemma 14.2. 
φ)p，...._， ø~/!_l 、 in VJi 2 
and Vρ 2 <Þ~Pi'<Vp-2hk<Þ~ 1 for al terms in (14. 4) (14.5) 
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Let be 。p 1 = </>~-2+ … +h'(x) 
then in the same way 
Namely 
So 
Therefore 
then 
so 
も 1""_'や11 in Vp 3 
Vp 2</>~~γ -Vp 3</>~Pï'~(k+ l)[Vp 2</>P 1-Vp 3</>Jl-l] 
九一l>k and Vp 2</>P 1> V,) 3</>P-l 
=(Vp-2</>Pl-Vp3</>P 1)+ 止 (V，) 2</>P 1-Vp 沙P-l)
>(Vp-2hk-Vp 3 hk)+ ん (V1) 2</>p 1-Vp 3</>P-l) 
deg hk<deg 仇 1 , so Lemma 14.2 holds. 
= Vp 2hk</>~ 1-Vp 3hk</>~ 1 ・
V1J 2</>~/)11-Vp 3</>~1~11> Vp 2hk</>~-I-Vp 3hk</>~-1 
Vp3hA;1>VP36hl+(VpzhJ;l-VP20;む 1) 
> Vp-3</>~P / by (14.5) 
Min [Vp 3hk</>~ d = Vp - 3 ゆ;p-11.
もr-' if/~P_l1 in Vp- 3 ・ ι 1 ，..._，舛 2 in Vp~~3 
。P~ø~;~~~- 1 in Vp 3 ・
deg </>p = bp 1 deg </>p -1 = Cbp 1 deg </>p-2' 
Cbp l=deg</>pjdeg</>p 2=bp 2 
。p~dfJ22in VP3 deg も =dEg62-2.
Let be an expansion of </>P by </>p 2 
0p= 。:2J32+ … + lk(X)針 2+ … +lo(x) (14. 6) 
V1J 3 l止。~ 2>Vp_3</>;)P22 for al terms in (14.6) , 
because 。p~df-22 in Vp 3 ・
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Then we can prove that </>1)""_'佐子 in Vp 4 in the same way as when 1 
proved that orWJ in V233 ・
Thus at last we can prove that 仇~舛2 in V1 ・
~ 15. E鉦ective degrees 
There is a famous theorem called “ Hensel's Lemma" in theory of valuaｭ
tion. In order to solve the Principal Problem in my own way, 1 want to 
make an extension of this “ Hensel's Lemma" to V止 in K[x]. For the sake 
of it 1 must arrange some lemmas. 
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Vk = [Vk-l> Vkﾘk = μk] . 
And the following is an expansion of an arbitrary polynomial f(x); 
f(x) = 1"(x)併+五 1(X)Ø~1 十… +fj(x)針+… +1o(x) (15. 1) 
degiJ(x)<degﾘk for al terms in(15.1). 
Then, the largest exponentαfor which Vkf(x) = Vk (J.ﾘ%) is called the 
effective degree of f(x) in 仇 and is denoted by Dó , f or simply by D?f. 
(D ~4) 
If h (x)""Z (x) in V k, then Dφ h(x)=DøZ(x) and for any two polynomials f(x) 
and g(x) 
Dφ(f g) = D? +D?. 
If D〆(x)= 0, then the polynomial e(x) is called an equivalent unit in Vk or 
simply a unit. 
Lemma 15. 
Every unit is equivalent to a unit whose degree is less than that of 払
ωld a set of all equivalent-units in Vk is a groゆ with respect to muZtipliｭ
cation. (D ~ 4) 
~ 16. Canon polynomials 
rk-1 isa group of al values Vk J(x) , where f(x)ε k [x] and 'k is the 
smallest integer such that 'kんεrk - 1 ・ Then there exists such a po1ynomial 
Q(x) that 
VkQ(x)ﾘlk = 0 and deg Q(x)<deg ﾘk' 
1n this paper, hence 1 write this po1ynomia1 Q(x)ﾘ? asφ. Then Åk, 
the residue class ring of K[x] by Vk isF.λ [X]， where Fk is an algebraic exｭ
tension of Fo which is the residue class field of K by Vo and X = HkφIS 
a transcendenta1 e1ement with respect to Fk' herein Hk is a natural homoｭ
morphism by which φcorresponds to X. (M. Theorem 12.1) 
Then a set {e(羽 [Døe(x) = 0 and ル(x) = o} 
is a subgroup of a group of al units in Vk ・
Lemma 16.1. 
lf 弘，fZ(.x) in Vk-l> then l(x) is a unit in Vk. 
Proof 
By M. Lemma 9. 2. VkZ(x)= V，止 11 (x) , 
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so according to M. Lemma 9. 1, there exists such a polynomial l' (x) that 
Therefore 
Lemma 16.2. 
l (x) l' (x) ......, 1 in V k • 
0= D?1 = D?ll') = Dø1十 Døl'
D?(x) = O. 
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lf Vd(x)=O and D.j坐) =m>O, then there exists such α polynomial 
T"k 
f*(x) that 
f(x) ......, f* (x) = a;" (x) (qr' + …+ム(x) φi+ … + bq(x) φq) (16. 1) 
in Vk 
ωld 
Hkf(x) = Hk*f(x) 
= ã~， (X叫十… +biXi 十… +bqxq)
where ?" = Hka;" (x) *-0 and ム =Hkb乞 (x) 手 0
and deg a~， (x)<deg ﾘk 
deg bi(x) <deg 払 for all terms in (16. 1) 
Proof 
Let be f(x) ニL: ai(x)品 (16. 2) , 
where degaム均くdeg 恥 for al terms in (16. 2) . 
First we drop al such terms 向 (x)Ø~ for which 
Vk向。~> Vd(.x) , from 16.2. 
Then we obtain 
f(x) ......，α ?tl，' (ヱ)似る'… +ai'(x)鉱+… + aq, (x)似 (16. 3) 
in Vk ・
。 = Vd(x) = Vk (向，jT) for al terms in (16. 3) 
so i' = i.τk' 
Namely f(x) ......,am , (和小+…+向， (øÍc^)i+ … +aq， (Øf;)q (16. 4) 
in Vλ ・
Owing to M. Lemma 9.1 , there exists such a polynomial Q'(x) that 
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Q (x) Q' (x).....l in Vk and Vk Q' (x) = Vk 1 Q' (x) . 
Then 
f(x).........am ,Q'm(Qø "k k)m + …十向，Q'i(QØ;/)i+ … +aq，Q句 (QØ".)q in V k, 
because values of al terms in (16.4) are zero. 
rm I a包，QH.a ， 1f(x)"-'am ，Q'叫 |φ叫+…+φz十…十~，~ (ﾞq I (16.5) in Vk ・Iαm，Q'm a，n ， Q'悦 j
According to Lemma 15, every coe伍cient in (16.5) is equivalent to a unit 
whose degree is less than that of 払.
So, 
f(x)，"，"，a~(φ恥+… +biφ.+ … +bqφ")
Hd(x) = a;" (X四+… +biXi + … +bqX") 
in V k • 
w here al coe伍cients a;" and ム belong to F k and none of them is zero. 
Lemma 16.3. 
lf Vkg(ェ)=α >0 ， then there exists such a polynomial c(x)?g*(x) that 
ωhere 
and 
αη正1
Proof 
。 (x).........c(x)め♂ (x) in Vk 
Vkc(x)払 =α
g*(x) = φ川+…+ム(x) φi+ … +bo(x) (16. 6) 
deg c(x) <deg ﾘk and degbi(x)<deg 仇
。手入 =Hム(x) ε Fk for all terms in (16. 6). 
Let be an expansion of 9 (x) by 仇 as follows; 
σ (x) = g8(X)併+… + gj(x)似十人・ +σ。 (x)
We drop al such terms む (x)併 for which 
Vλσ (x)<VkσjØL from (16.7) and we obtain 
(16. 7) . 
g(x).........gp(x)併+… + gj(x)併+… + gz(x)科 (16.8) in Vk 
and Vkg(x) = VkgjØ~ = α for al terms in (16.8). 
g(x)......... σt供 r_fJ_P_ ø~-z + … +JLL併 z+ …+1) in Vk 
¥ gz gz / 
九叫(τ?ゆ併俳1?れ←
Let be p-l = m'k , 
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then owing to Lemma 16.2 
9旦併 1+ ・・+ l ，.......am (x) (φ"'+ … + bi(x)φ.+ …十九(x)ì in Vk. 
gl 、ノ
So, consequently 
。 (x) ，.......似"，(ヱ)科 (φ明+...+ム (X) (þi+ .+ bo (刈) in Vk 
deg gl<deg Øk αnd deg a", (x) <deg ﾘk' 
then owing to Lemma 15, 
gl正1m (ェ)，....... c(x) in Vk and deg c(x) <deg 仇.
σ(エ)，....... c(x)弘仲間十 十九(ヱ)(þi+...+bo(x)) in 九
V止c(x)併 = Vkg(x) = α. 
Corollary 16.4. /n Lemma 16.3, we can make l les than 'k' 
Proof When lミ 'k) l=h'k+ l' , 
where 0 豆 l' 豆 'k- 1 .
c(x)科= c(x) 科， (和小
~c(z)(σ(刈r? (Q(x) ψ)ゐ~ど (x)ør(þ" in V k , 
where c' (x) ,.......c(x) (σ (x) r in Vk and deg c' (x) < deg 仇
Therefore 
。 (x) ，.......ど (x)拡 (φ'" "+... +bi (刈φ川十十九(x) (þ") in 九
where O~玉 l' 豆町一 1
and Vkc'(x)鉱 = Vkg(x) = α. 
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Defi.nition 16.5. A ρolynomial e(x) for which D〆(x)= 0 and Vke(x) 
=0 is called a Vパmit and Hke(X) = e(x) is called a Frunit. 
Defi.nition 16.6. /f f(x) = φ四十一・十ム (x) φτ+ ・・・ +bq (判官，
,where all bi(x) are Vk-units and m孟 1 ， then f(x) is called a canon ρoly­
nomial in Vk 
and Hd(x)=X"'+ …十九(X)Xi十…十九(x)xq
where all ム (x) αre Fk-units, is called a canon class of f(x). 
Defi.nition 16.7. f(x) isαC仰on ρolynomial
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and f(x) = (Q(x) ψ)明+十 bt(x) (Q(x) ψr + .+bo(x) 
仰zd
切here
f(x)""Q (x)'" [cþ%'円 +Ci(x)仲+...+仰)] , 
deg Ci(x) <deg 仇
in Vλ ， 
。?叫…+の (X)cþ(， k + …+ CO(X) is called a kり part of f(x). 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 16.8. A necessary and sufficient condition that a polynomial 
is a homogeneous key polynomial in Vk is that it is a key part of a canon 
polynomial whose Dαnon class is irreducible in Fk[X]. (M. Lemma 11.2. 
and M. Theorem 9.4.) 
~ 17. Prime each other in Vk 
Theorem 17.1. If both g(x) and h(x) are canon jうolynomials and 
there exist such polynomials l(x) and m(x) that 
and 
then 
and 
。 (x)l (x) + h (x) m (x)"" 1 in V k , 
Vkl(x) 孟 o and Vkm(x) ~ 0 , 
Vkl(x) = Vkm(x) ニ O
(Hkg(x)) (Hkl(x)) + (Hkh(x)) (Hkm(x)) ニ 1 in Fk[X]. 
Theorem 17.2. If all G(X), H(X), L(X) and M(X) are r百idue clωses 
in Fk[X] and 
G(X) L(X)+H(X) M(X) = 1 , 
then there are such polynomials g (x)， ん (x) ， l(x) and m(x) whose values by 
Vk are all zero and whose resi・due classes in Fk [X] are re.学ectively G(X), 
H(X) , L(X) ωzd 1¥1(X). 
Definition 17.3. In Theorem 17.1 we say that g(x) ωzd h(x) are戸me
each other in Vk ・ In the same way we say that many canon polynomials 
are prime each other in Vb when their r，白idue classes in Fk [X] are prime 
each other in Fk [X]. 
Proof of Theorem 17.1 and Theorem 17.2. Assuming that 
Vkl(x)>O and Vkm(x)>0 , 
0= Vk 1 = Vk(gl十 hm) 孟 Min [Vkgl , Vkhm] > O. 
This is a contradiction. 
Next, assuming that Vkl(x)>O and Vkm(x) = 0 , 
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V"yl>O= V"hm= V ,, 1 
so h(x)m(x),_.1 in V" ・
But D?(x) > 1, so this is also a contradiction. 
When we assume that V"l(x)=O and V"m(x) >0, in the same way a 
contradiction takes place. 
Therefore V"l(x) = V"m(x) = O. 
Then we can prove both Therem 17.1 and 17.2 naturally, because H" is 
a homomorphism which makes every polynomial f(x) of x whose value by 
V" is non-negative, correspond to its residue class H"f(x) in 凡[X].
Dennition 17.4. lf V，，(f(x)-l(司)- Vk}てx)>ω>0 ， then f(x) and l(x) 
are said to be 句uivalent higher than ω and are denoted ω 
f(x) -:; l (x) in V" ・
~ 18. Extension of Hensel's Lemma 
Theorem 18. 1. Both Yo(x) and ho(x) are canon polynomials which are 
ρrime each other in V" and f(x) is a polynomial and ω is an arbitrary 
given positive number. 
lf f(x) ,_.yo(x) ho(x) in V" , 
then there are such two polynomials y(x) and h(x) that 
f(x)~y(x)h(x) in V" , 
where y(x)'_'Yo(x) and h(x),_.ho(x) in V" 
and deg y(x) = deg Yo(x). 
Proof f(x) ,_.yoho in V". 
Let be V ,,(f-yoho) = α>0 ， then owing to Corollary 16.4 
f-Yoho'_'c(x)めf*(φ) in V" 
where deg c(x) <deg ?
and 0 孟 J 三五九一 1
and V"c(x)弘 =α
and f*(φ) is a canon polynomial. 
Let be 
then 
f= yoho+c(x)Ø~f*+Bl 
V"Bl> V ,,(f-yoho) = α. 
(18. 1) 
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σo and ho are prime each other in V k , then there are two polynomials l (x) 
and m(x) such that 
Ool + hoffi ,-...v 1 in V k , 
where Vkl = Vkm = 0 by Theorem 17. 1. 
Oolf*+ homf* ,-...vf* in V k , where f*=f*(φ) . 
1n Fk [X ], let be 凡(mf*)= (Hkq(X)) (HkoO (x) + Hkr(x) , 
namely 頑l*=qfio+r ，
where deg, l' = degx Hk(r(x)) <degx Hk(σo(ヱ))=degfio
。olf*+ homf* ,-...v f* 
50 in Fk[Xし when we write Hkl(X) as l , 
in Vk ・
f*= タol.f* +h。面否f*
= filf*+ 五。(柑。+1')= fio(ll* + 五oq) 十五01'
Let be l.1*+ 五q= l' , then 1* =画。l'+ 五01'
so f* ,-...v ol' (x) + hor(x) in Vk 
and D?r(x) < D ", oo (x) 
Let be F(x) = f-(0 + c(x)仲(x))(10 + c(x)げ (x))
(18. 2) 
, then F(ヱ)= (f寸oho)ー巾)科 (σol'(x) + hor(x)) - (c(x) 科yr(刻印)
(By 18. 1) 
By (18.2) 
so 
and 
When 
F(x) = B，一巾)州ol'+ hor-f*) 一 (c(x)似yr・l'
Vk(Ool' 十 hor-f*)> 0 , 
Vkc(x)併 (Ool'+ hor-f*) > α ， 
Vk(c(x)ゅの2rl' = 2α 十 Vkrl' = 2α>α 
VkB， > αTherefore VkF(x) > α. 
deg c(x)Ø~ r(x) 孟 degOo(x) , 
f 豆町一 1 and degx Hkr(X) <degx HkgO(x) , 
so we can select such a polynomial R(x) 
that 
and 
50 
R(x) ，-...v c(功。~r(x)
deg R(x) <deg Oo(x). 
in Vλ 
R(x) = c(x)併r(x)+B2 , where VkB2 >α. 
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And we make F'(x) as follows; 
F'(x) = f-(go 十R(x) (ho + c(x)説的))
= f-(go+c(x)仲(x)+ B2) (ho + c(x)Ø~l'(x)) 
=F(x司)一Bι2(伊ho+村C叫(司柑砂科似Ø~l'μ~l削，
九(伊Bι2(伊ho+村C叫巾(x司) ゆ悦Ø~l'μγl' (刷Z司))) = 九B2+ 九(ho+ 巾)彬，( 刈)> α 
And VkF(x)>α ， 
Then let be 
and 
so consequently VkF' (x) >α. 
go(x) + R(x) = gl (x) 
ho + c(x) Ø~l'(x) = h1 (x) 
Vk (fー仰)h1 (x)) >α
and gl (x).... go(x) in Vk (18. 3) 
When deg go>deg c(x)併r(x) , let be gl(X) = go(x)+c(x)Ø~r・(x). 
1n this case, also g(x)....go(x) in Vk ・
1n the same way 
so by (18.3) and (18.4) 
And 
h1 (x).... ho(x) 
gol+hom.......1 
gll+hlm..1 
deg gl(X) = deg go(x) . 
in Vk (18.4) 
in Vk , 
in Vk ・
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Therefore both gl(X) and h1(x) satisfy al conditions given to go(x) and ho(x) 
and moreover 
Vk(f -glhl)> Vk(f-goho). 
So we can repeat the same processes as above and obtain two sequences of 
canon polynomials (gl' g2 , …, gp , …) and (hl> h2, …, hp, …), 
for which 
and 
and 
gp....go 
hp....ho 
in Vk 
in Vﾆ 
σ lJl + h}Jm ....... 1 
deg gp = deg go 
in Vk 
for jう =1 ， 2， •••• 
for p= 1 ， 2，・・・.
for p=1 , 2,' 
Vk(f-gphp) increases, asρincreases. 
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Vk is a discrete valuation, then at last Vk(f -gphp) can exceed ω. So 
f= σp(x)hp(x) in Vk ・
On extensions of Hensel's Lemma 1 will again relate in ~23. 
Corol1ary 18. 2. 
All ψl(X) ， cþz(x) ， …， ψt(X) αre canon polynomials that are prime each 
other in Vk and f(x) is a polynomial and ω is an arbitrary given positive 
number. 
1f f(x) ，.....， ゆ仇・ ..ψ， in V k , 
then there exi・st such t polynomials 1Jf1(x) , 1Jfz(x) ,… ,1Jft(x) that 
f(x) = 1Jfl1JfZ ・・ 1Jft in V k , 
叩here 1Jfも~やも in Vk for i= 1, 2,… , t 
and deg 1Jfも =deg 仇 for i=1 , 2, …, t- 1. 
Proof Cﾞl and (仇仇... Cﾞt) are prime each other in V k, so owing to Theｭ
orem 18.1, there exist two polynomials 1Jf1 (x) and hz(x) that 
where 
and 
f = 1Jf1hz 
1Jf1 ，.....，や 1
in V k , 
in Vk 
んZ"""'CÞZCÞ3 ・・・ CÞt in Vk 
deg 1Jf1 = deg ψ1 ・
Vk1Jf1 = VkCﾞl = O. 
ψz and (cþ3cþ4 ・・・仇) are prime each other in V k, so again by Theorem 18. 1, 
there exist two polynomials 1Jfz(x) and h3(x) that 
hz = 1Jf2h3 in Vk and 1Jf2 ，.....， 仇 in Vk 
ん3"""'cþ3cþ4 ・・・仇 in Vk 
and deg 1Jf 2 = deg CÞ2 ・
れ(f-1Jf仰3) =九[(f-1Jf1h2) + 1Jf1 (ん2- 1Jf2h3)]
孟 M吋れ(f-1Jf1h2) ，れ1Jf1 十九(hz-1Jf2h3)] 
>ω. 
Because Vk 1Jf1 = O. 
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Therefore fχ 7fJ}[fzh3 in Vk • 
Thus, by repeating the same processes as above, we can prove this 
corollary. 
Generally by D. ~5 (4) a polynomial f(ェ) can be decomposed as follows; 
f(x) "， e(ェ)if>~oψit1 ••• ?Zt in Vk • (18. 5) 
Let be no = q'rk+l and 0 豆 f 豆ロ-1.
Then, by Theorem 16.8, we can change (18陶 5) as follows; 
e'(x)if>? If(x)"' ifJ~4';ψi …め in Vk 
where deg e'(x) <deg 仇 and 1:;玉 Tk- l 豆町
and ifJ~， ψ; ，・・" ifJ; are canon polynomials whose key parts are respectively 
。~q cJ )~k ， ifJト， ・・・ ， cþ~t. 
Then owing to Corollary 18.2 and Theorem 16.8 
where 
VAA
刈
IA
吋
W戸川町VTω~~
ボ刊
刈??腕民?? in V k , (18.6) 
型T包 ~ψ;~的 (x)ψ~'Ì in Vk 
in Vk 
for i=1 , 2,"', t, 
and deg の(x)<deg if>k for i=O, 1 ， 2，・"，t. 
~ 19. Application of Hensel's Iemma 
When f(x) "， e(x)針。Øf 1 一 -07s in Vk , 
if we want to make an augmented valuation V k • 1 of Vk for which Vd(x) 
< Vk lf(x) , we must select one polynomial ifJi out of ψ1> ψ2 ，・， ψt and must 
increase a value of 仇. And ifJ l ，ifJ2γ" ， ψt are prime each other in Vk> so if 
Vk ψI<Vk ト l ifJ l ヲ then
VkifJi= Vk lifJi for i=2， 3 ， ・"，t. 
Consequently, when we make an augmented valuation VkcZ of Vk for which 
Vd(x) < Vkcl(X) , by (18.6) 
Vk1Jfl<Vk-l 1Jfl , then 
Vk 1Jf乞 = Vk 1 1Jf各 for i = 2, 3, "', t. 
Vkf<Vk d< …<Vsf and 
V,J- V，正f= ω.
V8(e'(x)if>'krlf -1Jf01Jf1 ...lJft) 
ミ Vk(e'if>'kk-zf -1Jfo 1Jf1 … IJft ) 
(18.7) 
Let be 
(18.8) 
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By (18.6) 
by (18. 7) 
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V8 is an augmented valuation of Vk 
〉ω 十 Vk(e'if>;r1f) by (18.6) 
=ω+ Vd+ V，止 e'if>l止 -1= V.f+ Vke'if>lk 1 
= V.(e 
Vke'や子 1 = V.e'令子 1 
e' if>~k-lf，..._， 1fJ}f!1 …I[ft 
V8(e'if>kk-1f) = V.(型rol[f 1 ・・・ I[ft). 
Vk(e'if>叝1f) = V k(I[fOl[fl…I[ft) . 
in V. 
(by 18.8) 
に(e'if>μ-lf)-Vk(e'if>?-1f) = V.(l[fo...l[ft)-V k(l[fo... l[ft) , 
V.f-Vd= V.l[fl-Vk l[f l ・
V.f-Vd= ω (18. 8) 
Therefore, if we want to make a series of augmented inductive valuations 
Vk< Vk 1< ・・・くに for which 
Vルf<VkiJ< … <V.f= ω +Vd，
we may make such a series of augmented inductive valuations Vk< Vk+1 < 
…<吹雪 for which 
Vk I[fl < Vk 十 I l[fl< ・・・ <V.l[fl = ω +Vλ I[f l , 
where I[fl is one factor in (18.6). 
~ 20. Residue class ring of KlI [x] with respect to V1q ・
V向 is a valuation of K[y] and is the last valuation of a series of aug・
mented inductive valuations which are extensions of Vo to K [y]. 
V01 < 九2< ー・ < VO,Q-l< 11;向
V01 = [Voo , V01 ν=ν1] 
V伽= [VO ,i- l> VOi (i (ν)= 片1
VOQ = [VO,q-l' VOq(q(Y) = Vq] 
for i=2, 3, ・・・ ， q.
Then the residue class ring of K[y] by VOQ is made as follows by M. Theｭ
orem 12.1. 
rO,q-l is a set of values of al polynomials f(ν) by VO ,q- l> and σis the 
smallest integer such thatσvqE rO ,q 1 ・ a(y) is such a polynomial of y for 
which 
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V向α(ν)(~= O. 
Hoq is the homomorphism which makes a polynomial f(ν) whose value 
by VOq is non-negative, correspond to its residue class Hoqf(ν) in 凡[Y]，
where Hoq(a(y)(~)= Y is a transcendental element with respect to F? and F? 
is an algebraic extension of the residue class fﾌeld Foo of K by Vo. 
V1q is a valuation of a ring of polynomials of x Ky [x] whose coe伍cient fﾌeld 
Ky has the valuation VO(j ・
Let be Vjq = [V;如 VjqX = ,uj] , 
namely, if f(x , y) = L. h(ν)Xi ， 
then Vj"j(x， ν) = Min [Vo(，h(ν)+i，uj] . 
N ow 1 will make the residue class ring of K?, [x] by VlrJ • 
ﾟ is the smallest integer such that ß，ujεrめ
where rOq is a set of values of al polynomials of y by VOq ・ Then b(ν)(~ 
is such a polynomial of νthat 
where 
V1q b(ν) (ZxB = 0 , 
degb(ν) <deg (q(ν) and 0 豆 π<σ.
Hjq is the homomorphism that makes polynomials f(x , y) of y and x 
whose values by Vjq are non-negative, correspond to their residue classes 
Hjqf(x, y). Let be Hjqb(ν)(~Xß=Xh which is a transcendental element with 
respect to the residue class fﾌeld Foq(Y) of the coe伍cient fﾌeld Ky by VOQ. 
Then the residue class ring of Ky [x] by Vjq is Fj* [Xj ], where Fj* =Foq(Y) , 
owing to M. Theorem 10. 2. But, here 1 will specially seek the residue class 
of g(ぉ ν) which is a polynomial of x and γand that of ﾘ(x) which is a 
polynomial of x , because we shall use them, when we solve the “ Principal 
Problem". 
Let be 
Tん
O
切
士め川町
Z
包
川内~。川町vhぷ
? ? in V jq , 
and g包 (ν) ，-...L. l., j (ν)(~ in V jq , 
where degy lij(ν) く degy (q(Y). 
g(x， ν) ，-... L. lij(~X'i in Vjq ・Then 
Let be b'(ν) and a'(ν) such polynomials that 
a(γ)a' (ν) ，-... 1 and b (y )b' (y)'-"'1 in VOq 
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and 
where 
where 
From (20.1) 
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degb'(ν) <deg (q(ν) . 
ﾟ I i , because V日 liJ(~Xi = 0 i = ﾟr. 
liJ(txi ，.._， Jb(ν) (~xß)r 竺1回並L in V， α 
“一 (a(ν)(~)θ(α'(ν))θ ヨ
)=πf一 σ().
Hjq (lij(~ 
(L. = H，~坐'JiiX}_i_j_ εF習
， v 吋 (a' (y))。可
π(-σO 孟 0 ， so Î 孟_!1__() , 
π 
where ~!L is a constant number. 
π 
80 
where 
Hjqg(x， ドヲ aTθミト
aT8 ε Foq and r ~ _!!_ () . 
π 
~ 21. Residue class of ﾘ(x) 
(20. 1) 
(20.2) 
Def?ition 21.1. When f(x , y) is a ρolynomial of x and y and an 
mμnsion of f(x, y) by (q(Y) and x is 
f(x, y) = L; aij(ν)(~Xi ， (21.1) 
degyaij(ν)<degy (q(γ) for all terms in (21.1) 
、 if Vjqf(x, y) = Vjqaij(ν)(~Xi for all terms in (21.1) 
then f(x, y) is said to be homogeneous in Vjq ・
Lemma 21. 2. 1f both f(x) = L.hXi and g(x)= L.gixi a何 homogeneous
in Vj。 ωld
f(x) ,.._, g(x) in V lO , 
then f毛 ，.._， g zn 九o for all terms in f(x) and g(x). 
Proof. This is evident from its de五nition.
Lemma 21. 3. 1f both f(x , y) = L.)ら (ν)(~Xi (21. 2) 
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and g(x, y) = L; gij(ν) l;~Xi (21.3) a何 homogeneous in V 1Q , 
τρhere deghj(ν) <deg l;q(ν) 
and deg gij(ν) <deg l;q(ν) ， for all terms in (21. 2) and (21. 3) , 
then gij(Y) ，.-..vん (y) in V1q for all terms in (21. 2) and (21. 3). 
Proof Let be f(x, y) = L; (L;ん(ν)ç~)Xi
and σ (x， y) = L; (L; gij(ν) l;~)Xi 
f(x, y) ,.-..v g(x, y) in V1Q ・
Then by Lemma 21. 2 
L;hj(ν)ç~ ，.-..vL; gij(ν) l;~ in VOq 
Then, owing to M. Lemma 16. 2 
hj(ν) ，.-..v gij(Y) for al terms in (21.2) and (21.3). 
Now 1 will seek the residue class of ﾘ(x) in the residue class ring of Ky [x] 
by V1Q ・
When roo is a set of values of al elements in K by Voo , let be 7: the 
smallest integer such that 7:P1ε roo and ﾀ the smallest integer that Àp1ErO,Q 1> 
where rO ,q 1 is a set of al values of f(γ) by VO,Q-1' 
V1q x' ε rO， q 1> then there exists such a polynomial c(y) that 
V1 ，q-1(C(ν)x，) = 0 , 
where deg c (y)<deg l;q(y) . 
0= 九 I(C(Y)X') = V1Q(c(y)x') 
日Q (巾)x，) ε F 1*[X1] • Then by 但0.2)
ι(仙
(b(y) ，~xß)r (ν)Xl ，.-..v L; dro(Y) 
(a(ν)'~)。
(21. 4) 
We multiply the both sides by the least common multiple of al denomiｭ
nators in (21. 4), then 
c(y)(仰))V~54(v)(b(U))rqrdice in V1q (21. 5) 
We decrease degrees of al coefficients in (21.5) less than that of (q(ν). 
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c'(ν)Xl ，._， ~ d' (ν) (~' xﾟr jt;'~8 in Vjq ・ (2 1. 6) 
Then, owing ot Lemma 21. 3, c' (ν ) Xl is equivalent to only one term 
d'(ν)(~xß冗~8 in the left side of (21. 6). 
So c'(ν)x' ，._，d' (ν)C;7drfcoin Vlq , 
where σn = r and ﾀ = ﾟr 
and c' (ν) ，._， d' (ν) in VOq ・
Hjq (c(ν)ど)=4，
where r isa constant number and n = _!'_r is also a constant number, and 
σ 
d モ f九q ・
Now we can seek the residue class of a polynomial ﾘ(x) which is a 
polynomial of x , in the residue class ring of Ky [x] by Vjq ・ We select such 
a number k in K that 
V]qkﾘ(x) = V]ﾜkﾘ(x) = O. 
And let the homogeneous part of kﾘ(x) be L: aixi. (M. Lemma 16.2) 
V叫aixt )= 0 ・.Ali ， so i=Ai'. 
aixi = aix'i' ,._, (c (ν)x1Y' (c' (ν) )丸 ln 九
where c'(ν)c(ν) ，._， 1 in Vjq and deg c' (引くdeg (q(ν) . 
aixi ,._, (ω) X'r bt(ν) in 九，
where bιi(ν) is a Vjq・unit.
So Hι叫q(a川 何陥川G偽￡
Hι札叫叫同バ]q(k収岬刷(伊向阿h村刷川件洲仲州州(伊同叫Z刈川)) = ロ包( ぎり where bi ， ε 凡q
and both r and n are constant numbers. 
The町fo同 if we substitute z for X; 、 then
vn 
H]q(kﾘ(x)) = ~ hi ,Zi' , 
where z=H，内(ν)x，)
(21. 7) 
(21. 8) 
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~ 22. Solution of the “Principal Problem" 
I 五nished making preparations for solution of the Prinicipal Problem, 
now 1 will begin the solution. 
Principal Problem 
V向 is a given valuation 01 K[y] and V1JO is a given one 01 K[斗 and
v句 and V'JO induce t1ze same valuation Vo in K. In the c，ωe， this 1うroblem
is how we should make such valuations W 01 K[x, y] that induce 11;向 zn
K[y] and V1JO in K[x]. 
Solution 
Let be 
and 
九=[九0，九lY = ν1> ..., VOq (q(ν)=νq] 
九0= [VOO , V]μ=μ1> ..., Vpoﾘp(x) = ι] (22. 1) 
Then this problem is that we make such extensions W of the valuation VOq 
to the ring Ky [x] that induce in K[x] the valuation Vpo ・
Let be 刊行 =[VOq ， W1x= V10X= μ1] an extension of VOq to Ky [x] and the 
shortest series of .r-simply augmented inductive valuations of KAx] binding 
W1 and W, as follows; (~3) 
再T1 < 日T2 < ・・・ <WH<Wt=W. (22. 2) 
A series of augmented inductive valuations which the valuations in (22.2) 
induce in K[x] is 
VlO< V; < ー・<1，うL1<14F.
When we bind VlO and V: with a series of continuous augmented inductive 
valuations and obtain the following series; 
VlO< v;' < V;' < ・・・ V;'I<V:. (22. 3) 
Then W1?< W2øp< ・・・<日Tt 1ﾘp< Wt?Jl = W? = ρp ， 
and V10?< V;øJl< … <V: 1仇<V;øp= μp ・
and VlO仇< V;，øp< ・ー <V;'IﾘP< V; ? = ん = Vpoøp ・ (22.4) 
Then, from (22. 1) and (22.4), owing to Theorem (13.2) we see that the 
two series (22.1) and (22.3) are on the same course and V; = Vpo ・
Namely in this problem we must 五nd such a series (22.2) that satisfies 
al conditions that 1 related above. But when we practically make a series 
of x-simply augmented inductive valuations binding W1 and W, we need not 
make the shortest series, but we may make a series of x-simply augmented 
inductive valuations which appear naturally at that time. 
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I am afraid that you, readers of this paper, may think that my 閂plaｭ
nation here is very complex. The reason why I explained as above is as 
follows; if I make a series (α) of augmented inductive valuations of Ky [x] 
binding W1 and W and make a series (ﾟ) of augmented inductive valuations 
which (α) induces in K[x], it may happen that (ﾟ) is not a series of aug・
mented inductive valuations as I shall explain late in this paper. 
Now we want to make such an augmented valuation W2 of W1 of 
Ky[x] that W1?< W2ι For the sake of it, we must find a decomposition 
of ﾘp(x) in W1 as in D. ~ 5 (4). 耳石 induces V10 in K[x] and according to 
Theorem 14. 1 
。p(x)......仇(x)b' in V10 and deg ι(x) = deg Ø2(X)b, • 
Namely 。p(x)...... 仇 (X)b， in W 1 , 
where ﾘ2(X) is the key polynomial which produces 
V20 = [九九OØ2(X)
Therefore in this case we may 五nd a decomposition of 仇(X)b， in W1 of Ky [x]. 
。2(X) = X附+… +a;;xi'+ … +aO' (22.4) 
where a; E K and VlQ ﾘ2 = W1 ﾘ2= VlQ a;x;' 
for al terms in (22.4), because ﾘ2 is homogeneous in V lQ, namely in W1 
and " is the smallest integer such that "f1.1 = V1oX'Er 00 which is a set of 
values of al elements in K. Let be k such a number in K that W1 (対2(x) 
= O. In order to 五nd a decomposition of (kØ2(X))b , in W 1, we must find 
factorization of the residue class H(kØ2)b, in the residue class ring Fγ [X1] of 
the ring Ky [x] by Wl> where H is the natural homomorphism which makes 
every polynomial f(x, y) of x and y whose value by W1 is non-negative, 
correspond to its residue class Hf(x, y). By (21. 7) and (21. 8) and from the 
fact thatι~砂 in W1 , 
/ー / vT ¥;;¥b 
H(炉供p)=H(対ト
= CEb;;z;;)b, where b;; ε Foq ・
加Both r a副n吋dωn…a訂悶r陀町…e c…∞ωO∞叩ns凶叫……杭御仰叫t旬伽附a佃制n凶凧t
Rη*=凡(Y)， is the same as that of (手 ν) in ん[z]. 
So b(:E b;z?' = l1(Z)ゆ2… lt(z)'山，
(22.5) 
(22.6) 
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where b isa suitable Foq-unit and every li(Z) is an irreducible canon class. 
In (22.6), Z does not appear as a factor, because the last term of L: biz'l, 
namely the constant term, is not zero. 
Let be c(ν)Xl= φ and W1 φ =0 
then b(ν)Pψp，-..J b(ν) (k<þ2)b ,,-..J I (φ)ψ2 ・・・ lt (φ)勺b， in W 1 , 
where H(b(ν)) = b and degb(ν) <deg l，，， (ν) 
and every li (φ) is an irreducible canon polynomial in W1 whose irreducible 
canon class 山)日明] and z =手
and z=手=H (c(y)xl) = H(φ) 
Then according to Theorem 18.1 
where 
b(ν)kbψp(判定型'(/Jf2 •.lJft 
lJfi ，-..Jん (φ)'ib ， in W1 
in W 1 , 
for i=1 , 2, .", t. 
According to explanation in ~ 19, herein we decide a value of ωso that 
ω=Vpo仇(x)- W1仇 (x).
And we must make such a series of x-augmented inductive valuations that 
日'I<W2< ・・・ <Wt
and W , 1Jf1 < W2 1Jf1 < ・・・<抗心理'(1 =ω十日'1 1Jfl'
明Te may select any lJf包 out of 1Jf1 , "', 1Jf" so herein we selected 1Jf 1 ・
1Jf1 ，-..J l1(φy ， b 2 in W1 ・
Let the key part of I (φ) be 輟(x) = L:li(Y)X臼，
then d(川1 ，-..J (ço(x)r ,b in W 1 , 
where 輟(x) is a homogeneous key polynomial in W 1 , and 
degd(ν) <deg l，q(γ) and deg li(ν) <deg l，q(ν) . 
Let L: hi(y, x)(輟(x))i be an expansion of d(y)1Jf1 by ço(x) , then m孟SÞ2
and 九 (y ， x) are polynomials of x and y , because the coe伍cient of the term 
of the highest power of 輟 is 1. And degrees of hi(y, x) with respect to x 
are less then that of 輟(x). We write it as follows; degx 九 (x， y)<degx 輟(x). 
Now we must make such an augmented valuation W2 of W1 that 
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W21Fj> Wj 1Fj ・
Here the three following cases occur. 
α・case is the one when d(y)1Fj = (ý? (X))8 ,b,. 
-ﾟcase is the one when Wjho(y , x)<ω +Wjd(ν) 1Fj ・
7・case is the one when Wjho(y , x)孟ω +Wjd(ν) 1Fj ・
When theαーcase occurs, we may decide a value of ? (x) by W2 so that 
W2 (?(x))ゆ2=ω+ Wj1Fj+ Wjd(ν) , 
1 / TTT U!" TT7' 71 ¥ ¥ namely W2?(x) = ~ (Wj1Fj +ω 十 Wjd(y))Sjb2 ¥ • • • '~'j 
so 
d(ν) 1Fj "" (仰l)"ん in Wj 
Wjd(ν)+ Wj1Fj= Sﾞ2Wj?(X) 
W2 Ý?同=立 (S川内)+ω)
W2?(x)> Wj?(x). 
Then as 1 explained in ~ 19, where 1 used f(x) for ifJp(x) , 
W2ifJp(x) = VpoifJp(x) = ん・
So, when the αーcase occurs, thus the problem is solved completely. When 
the 件case occurs, we must decide the value W2?(x) so that d(ν) 1Fj can be 
decomposed in W2 as follows; 
d(ν) 1Fj ""タ (x)noP in W 2 , (22.7) 
where everyρi(X) is a homogeneous key polynomial in W2 and at least such 
one Pi(X) must appear in this decomposition. 
For the sake of it, plot the points Pi=(SÞ2-i, Wj(hi(y , x) ý? (x)つ) in a 
cartesian plane, where i moves from zero to Sιand make the Newton 
polygon of these points. (D ~ 5) 
Let one side of the polygon be P"Pe , where a>c. 
Namely 九 = (sjb2-a, Wj(ha?a) 
九=(仇-c， Wj(he?e) 
Now we decide the value W2ﾝ? so that W2(hαザ)= W2 (ムヂc). 
Then 耳元ん=Wjhαand W2 he = 耳石 he ， so 
W2P(z)=-1-(W1 九-W， 九) . 
a-c 
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The slope of p.α Po is 空三盟主立-W1(h"SO") which is equal to W2SO(X)-W1 SO(X) ・
a-c 
The ordinate of f1Ahis the lowest, SO the slope of paR is positive. 
Then W2SO(x)> W1タ (x). 
タ (x) is a homogeneous key polynomial in W1 • So W2 is an augmented 
valuation of W1 such that 司令SO(司>W1タ (x).
And al other points of PO, P1 ， 九，… ， P. ，b ， except 九 and 九 are above 
the straight line PaPc or are on it. From this fact, through simple calcuｭ
lation of analytical geometry we 五nd that 
W2d(ν) lJf 1 = Min [ W2 htSOi] = W2 haSOa = W2 hcSOc 
and d(ν) lJf1"" haSO" + …+ hoSOc m 羽生
and we obtain the decomposition (22.7). Namely no=a-c in (22.7). 
When m>sん， by simple calculation we find that W2(hmSO桐)> Min [W2 hiSOi] 
= W 2dlJf1 , so in order to 五nd the decomposition of dlJf1 in 弥生， such terms 
hmSOm , where m>slb2' are not necessary. 
The Newton Polygon which 1 present here is pretty different from that 
which MacLane presented in D ~ 5. But 1 use this polygon in this paper. 
The first reason is that a number of sides of this polygon is much less 
than that of the one which MacLane presented in his paper. The second 
reason is that, when we make an augmented valuation W2 of W1 , we elevate 
each point Pi and we must make at least one straight line binding these two 
points be parallel to x-axis so that projection of W2 of d(y)lJf1 becomes 
posItlve. 
On my polygon, the position of Rzbz is the lowest, because d(u)翌九""SOり2
in W 1 • And as the valuations increase from W1 to W 2 , we can inspect 
geometrically elevating movement of value of each term hiSO(" namely elevating 
movement of each point Pi. And W2SO(x) is always a sum of W1判x) and 
the slope of P，“九.
1 call this Newton Polygon “Neo・ルwton Polygon". 
Again, from (22.7), by Theorem 18.1 we obtain the following decomposition; 
ω 
e(y, x) lJf1 ~ lJf *olJf *1 ・・・ lJf*r in W 2, 
where eo(y, x)札。 ""SO(x)no in W2 
。 (y， x) lJf判""pt(X)nt in W2 for i= 1, 2, ・・・ ， r，
and degx e(y, x)<degx 少 (x)
and degx et(y, x)<degx SO(x) for i=O, 1, 2，・・・， r.
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ヂ (x) and p.t(ェ) may include y , but they are x-key polynomials, so purposely 
1 wrote like this. 
Now we must make such an augmented valuations W3 of Wz that inｭ
creases value of one lJf村 and only lJf判 out of lJf 叫， ・・・ ，1Jf*r , 
e1(y , x) 型九 1 r--J ρ1(X)n ， in W2 ・
So in the same way, the three cases occur. 
If the α・case occurs, then this problem can be solved as 1 did. 
If the ﾟ-case occurs, then we repeat the same process that 1 did and we obtain 
such an augmented valuation W3 of W2 that 
日T3 1Jf*1> W21Jf *1 ・
Thus we get the following series of augmented inductive valuations 
, where 
and 
~<W2<W3< ・・・，
W11Jf1 < W21Jf1 < W31Jf1 <'・・・
Wt蹕p(x)-Wi-1蹕p (x) ニ Wt1Jf1 -Wi-1Jf1 
for i = 2, 3, 4，・・・
And μp= Vpo蹕p(x) is a 五nite number and al augmented valuations that appear 
in this problem are discrete. So at last Ttう仇 arnves 叫ん・ As long as the 
-ﾟcases occur, Wk蹕p can not arrive at μp. So, at last the r-case or the α­
case must occur. 
If the r-case occurs, then we can solve this problem at once as follows. 
Let be d(y , x) lJf r--J σ (x)" in W, 
where σ (x) is a homogeneous key polynomial in Wt which is an augmented 
valuation of W1 and degx d(y , x)<degセザ (x) ， where 蹕'(x) is the key polynomial 
that produces Wt. Such value W" 1dlJf =Q that makes Wt+ 1 çJp(x)= μp ， can 
be calculated. 
Let an expansion of dlJf by σ (x) be 
ゑω， x) (仰))ぺ
where degx li<degx σ (x) for every term 
and m ~ s and ls(y , x) = 1 . 
The r-case occurs, namely Wtlo(Y , x)孟 Q.
Plot the points Pi=(s-i , Wt(lt(Y , x) 〆)) in a cartesian plane. But this 
time, i moves from 1 to s. 明Te do not plot Po and instead of Po we plot 
the point Q = (s， ρ). Here σ=σ(x) and ll=ll(X, y). 
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Next we make the Neo・Newton Polygon of Q, P1 ， 九，…，凡Let one side of 
the polygon which passes through Q be QPc ・
Pc = (s-c , Wt(lc(JC) 
Then assign the value Wt+ 1 σ (x) so that 
W耽s科山イ+叶1ベ(々lcいJι仰e
d句智g，)以cパ(ν ， x劫)<dゐb智l5x σ叫(x劫)， so Wt+1lc(Y, x) = lFtlc(Y, x). 
So Wt+ 1 σ (x) = 上 (0-Wtlc(Y , X)) 
C 、，
0> Wt (lc(y , X)(σ州
Therefore Wt 寸 1σ (x)> Wt σ (x) . 
σ (x) is a homogeneous key polynomial in W t , so Wt+l is an augmented 
valuation of Wt. All other points of Q, P1 ， …，九 except Q and Pc are above 
or on the straight line QPc and from this fact, by simple calculation of 
analytical geometry, we can find that 
Wt+1dlJf =時n[W;叫ん (y， 判 (σ(劫t]= β
Thus at last 日午 1ifJp(X) can arrive atμp ・ And the Principal Problem 
is completely solved in every case. Because when s<t+ 1 , W.ifJp< Wt+lifJp 
= VpoifJp(x) . Therefore by Theorem 13.2 Wt十 1 induces the valuation Vpo 
in K[x]. 
~ 23. Generalization of Hensel's lemma 
Theorem 18.1 is pretty different from Hensel's Lemma. It is convenient 
for me to solve the Principal Problem with it. But in this paragraph 1 will 
try to make it approach the primitive type of Hensel's lemma as nearly as 
possible. 
For the sake of it, we must make a complete ring of K[x] with respect 
to the valuation Vk • 
As 1 related in ~ 12, MacLane introduced notion of “ homogeneous" in 
M ~ 16. First he made a set of representatives of elements of K and defined 
homogeneous polynomials and homogeneous inductive valuations and in M. 
Lemma 16, 2, he related that every polynomial f(x) is equivalent in Vk to one 
and only one homogeneous polynomial h(x). The h(x) is called the “ homo-
geneous paげ， of f(x). Then an arbitrary polynomial f(x) is equivalent to 
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its homogeneous part j; (x). 
f(x) ,__ j;(x) in Vk. 
Let be f(x) -j; (x) = 92(X) , 
Vk92(X)> Vd(x) = Vkj;(x). 
σ2(X) is equivalent to its homogeneous part fz(x). 
so, let be 
fz(x) ，__ σ2(X) in Vk 
j{x)-j;(x)-fz(x) = 93(X) , then 
V393(X)> Vkfz(x) = Vk92(X)> Vkj;(x). 
When we repeat such processes, then 9n 11 (x) becomes zero or lim Vk 9n11 (x) 
π→∞ 
=∞， where 
ι1 (x) = f(x) -j; (x) -fz(x) 一…-fn(x) , 
because Vk is a discrete valuation. 
1n this case we let f(x) be equal to 
j; (x)+j;(x) + …十五件)+….
Even if a number of terms which are included in f(x) is 五nite， it hapｭ
pens often that this sequence lasts endlessly. For example, when we select 
川 2 as representatives of res恥 cl… by mod3inhdich14;is 
a sum of endless sequence as follows; 
f=日 3+ 2 . 32+ .+ ( _l)n 2 . 3"+ 
羽Te consider al such sequences that satisfy the following conditions; 
んI(X)， h2 (x)， …， ι (x)， ・
are al homogeneous polynomials and a number of terms which are included 
in each hη (x) is fﾌnite and 
Vkh1(x)< Vkh2(x)< …< Vkh，， (x)く Vkhn I(X)< … 
Then a set j'¥1 of al sums of these polynomials is a complete ring with reｭ
spect to Tι 
Let be 
M = {h1 (x) 十九(x)+ .. + hn(x) +九 I(X)+ ..} 
ん (x) = h1(x) +…+丸(x)+ …
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and σ (x) ニ gl(x)+ … +σn(x)+ ・
then a necessary and su伍cient condition that h (x) = σ (x) is that hη (x)= σ，， (x) 
for n= 1, 2, ・ー. And we let Vk h (x) be Vk hl (x). 
1t may happen that some tails of these series consist of zero only. 
Lemma 23.1. 
lf K[x] is a complete ring 叩ith resρect 加 a homogeneous valtωtion 
Vk which a 止の，pol ynomial 払 ρroduces and V止 a(x)=O and deg a(x)<deg 仇，
then in K[x] there exists such a polynomial α (x) that a(x)α(x)= 1. 
Proof 
仇 is irreducible in K[x] and deg a何) <deg 仇， so in K[x] there are 
such two polynomials a' (x) and q(x) that 
a(x)α'(x) + q(x)仇 =1
where deg a' <deg ﾘk and deg q<deg a<deg ﾘk' 
By M. Lemma 4. 3 
Vkqﾘk> Vk-1q仇~Vk 11 = 0 = Vk aa' . 
1α'(x)+ -}~qØk ・
。 (x) α (x) (23. 1) 
'i __\, 1 Now in (23. 1) we substitute α (x) + ---';---;-q仇 for i repeatedly and we 
α (x) α (x) 
obtain the following sequence 
1 一 =α'(x)+ α'(x)q仇 +α'(x)(qØk)2 + … +α'(X)(qØk)" ~， (23.2) α(め α (x)
Vk(qﾘk)> V.λ (aa') = O. 
So we can transform the right side of (23.2) into such a polynomial α (x) 
in K[x] that a(x)α (x) = 1, because K[x] is complete with respect to Vk ・
Theorem 23. 2. 
lf K[x] ゐ a ring in Lemηω23.1ωld in K[x] there μre such five 
ρolynomials f(x) , go(x), ho(x), l(x), m(x) thαt 
f(x)___. σ。 (x)ho(x) in Vk 
σ。 (x)l(x) +んは)m(x)___'l in V , 
and Vkl(x) 孟0= VkgO(x) = Vkho(x) 
and D 
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then in K[.x] there exist such two polynomial g(x) and h(x) that f(x) 
=g(x)h(x) 
and g(x).-.-go(x) in Vk and h(x).-.-ho(x) in V ",. 
Proof. 
VkgO(x) = 0 and 
VA;ho(x) = 0 and 
D九go(x)>O
Dﾘkho(x)>O 
so by Lemma 16.2 there are such two canon polynomials g' (x) and h' (x) 
in VA; that 
go(x) .-.-α (x)g'(x) 
ho(x).-.-b(x)h' (:1") in VA;, 
where VA;a(x) = Vkb(x) = 0 
and deg a(x) <deg ﾘk and deg b(x) <deg 仇.
According to Lemma 23. 1 
let be a(x)α (x) = b(x)ﾟ(x) = 1 . 
f.-.-goho'-'-ag' bh' in V ", 
so α (x) ﾟ(x)f(x).-.-g' (x) h' (x) in Vk ・
Owing to Theorem 18.1 there exist such polynomials gn(x) and hn(x) that 
α(x)ß(x)J汽x)~ ι(x)hn(x) in Vk 
where gn(x) "...., g'(x) and hn(x).-.-h' (x) in Vk ・
We repeat this process endlessly, then 
and 
where 
limω= ∞ 
n→∞ 
α(x)ß(x)f(x) = g* (x)h* (x) 
g*(x) = lim gn(X) ε K[x] 
n-∞ 
h*(x) = lim 丸(x) ε K[x]
n→∞ 
because K[x] is complete with respect to Vk ・
Now let be 
then 
f(x) = a(x)α (x)b(x)ß(x)f(x) = α(x)g*(x)b(x)h*(x) . 
g(x) = a(x)g*(x) and h(x) = b(x) h* (x) 
f(x) = g(x)h(x) 
and 
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y(x) = a(x)♂ (x) '" a(x)y' (x) ,....., yo(x) 
h(x) = b(x)h*(x)'""'b(x)h'(x)'"'" ん(x)
~ 24. Some examples of Principal Problem. 
Example 24. 1 
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in V"， ・
Let Vpo be an extension of Vo to K[x] and Vop an extension of Vo to 
K[y] and 
九0= [v;九∞ ， V只!Ox=寸μPl' 九九oø品訓併仇似2バ糾(
巧九p=[ v;九凹 ，v;九01Y= μPl> 九九2Ø劫剥併仇似仰2バ仰ω(ωωνω)= μι2， ..., V:九poø品ω件ι似pバ(ωνω)= μん4p]  
Namely the key polynomial め(ν) which produces VOi of K[y] is equal 
to the polynomial which is made by substitute y for x in the key polynomial 
ﾘi(X) which produces ViO. And their key values are equal to each other. 
In this case, we can very easily make a valuation W of K [x， ν] that 
induces V pOin K [x] and Vop in K [y ] . 
Let W1 = [Vop , W1x= μ1] be an extension of Vop to Ky [x]. 
By the remainder theorem 
。p(x)-Øp(ν) = (x-y)Q(x, y) (24. 1) 
Now we want to make such an augmented valuation W2 of W1 of Ky [x] 
that W2弘(x) = μp ・
By M. Corollary 13.2 x-y is a key polynomial in W1 ・
W1 Øp(ν)> W1Øp(x) , because 
W1 Øp(ν) = Vop仇(y) = ん = Vpo仇(x)>V10ﾘp(x) = W1払(x). 
So ん = W1 Øp(ν)> W1ﾘp(x) = W1 [(x-y)Q(x, y)] 
W1(x-y) = Min [W1 x , W1y] = μ1 ・
Let be ん - W1 [(x-ω(x， y)] = ω 
Then we may decide so that 司令(x-y)=円+ω+1， and 
W2 = [W1 , W2(x-y) = μ1+ω+1] 
(24.2) 
W2 is an augmented valuation of W1 of Ky [x] and induces V pOin K [x] . 
Because W2 [(x-y) Q(川)] = W2(x-y)+ W2Q(x, y) 
孟 μ1+ω +1+W1 Q(x, y) 
=μp+1 ・.. by (24.2) 
>ん = Vopﾘop(y) = W2 Øop(ν) . 
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So W2 [(X-ω(x， y)] > W2九(ν)= ん = W2ﾘp(X) by (24. 1) 
If VlO< V20 < ・・・ <Vpo is the shortest series of augmented inductive valuations, 
when we make Vpo from Vo in K[x]; we must pass at least P stages by 
M. Theorem 15.3 and M. Theorem 16.3. 
But in this case, we can make such an augmented valuation W2 of W1 of 
Ky[x] that induces Vpo in K[x], only by one stage. 
Examjうた 24.2. 
K is a set of al rational numbers and Vo is 3・adic valuation. 
VlO = [V(∞ ， VlOx = 0] is a valuation of K[x]. 
x2+ 1 isa key polynomial in VlO of K[x] which was explained in Example 10.1. 
Then V20 = [ V lO , v;初 (x2 +1)=1] is an augmented valuation of VlO of K[x]. 
。 (x)= (x2+ 1)3-9(x2+ 1)+27 is a key polynomial in V20 ・
The reason is as follows. 
Fl> the residue class f?ld of K by Vo is (-1 , 0, 1). 
V lO x=O, so H1x=Xl> then the residue class ring of K[x] by V10 is F J[X1], 
where H1 is the natural homomorphism which makes the polynomials f(x) 
whose values by V10 are non-negative, correspond to their residue classes 
HJ(x) in F1 [X1]. 
x2 + 1 is a key polynomial which produces V20 ・
Hl(X2+ 1)= X1' + 1 = O. 
One root of this equation is i =可三 1 . 
v 。(d+1)=(Z2+1}x一一一一 =0 and H 一一一一=
3 J -¥ 3 
F2 = F1(i). H2 is the natural homomorphism of V2 • 
Then the residue class ring of K[x] by V20 is 九[X2].
HJ立ナ 1)3 -9(x2 +1) + 27 レX;-X2 +1.
¥ 27 J 
If X2'-X2 十 1 is irreducible in 凡[X2L then (x2+ W-9(x2+ 1)+ 27 is equivaｭ
lent irreducible in V20 ・
If X; -X2 + 1 is reducible in F2 [X2] , one of its factors must be an exｭ
pression of X2 of one degree. Let the factor be X2一 (a 十 bi). Here both a 
and b are elements of Fl' because 凡=Fl(i). We substitute a+bi for X2 in 
Xi-X2+ 1, then 
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(α +bi)3ー(a+bi)+1 
= a3 -b3i -a -bi + 1 ・" Vo is 3・adic valuation. 
= a(a-1) (α+ 1)+ 1-ib(b2+ 1) 
If this expression is zero, then 
and 
a(a-1)(a+1)+1 =0 
b (b2 十 1)=0
Fl = (-1, 0, 1) , 
(24.3) 
?白」?? X;-X2+1 
so (24.3) never happens. 
is irreducible in 凡 [X2] and 
(x2+ 1?-9(r+ 1)+27 is equivalent irreducible in V20 ・
This expression is a key polynomial in V20 by M. Theorem 9. 4. 
V只2初州0
Sおo V九~O= [V九20 ， l九yろ30 併似(伊同Z司)=4] iおs an augmented valuation of V九~O of K[x]. 
Ne低xt we make a valuation of K[ν吋]. Let be 
九=[九0 ， V01ド 0] and 九=[九九仙トすl
Now we shall make such an extension W' of V30 to K", [y] that induces V02 
in K[y]. 
Let be W(=[V30 ,W(y=0] which is an extension of V30 to K"，[ν] . 
y2+ 1""'_y2_x2 in W( , 
because W((y2+1) = Min [W(y2 , W(l] = 0 
W( [(〆+ 1)一 (y2_X2)] = W((x2 +ト九(x2 +ト 1>0
y2+ 1 ，...._ (ν -x)(ν +x) in W;. 
So, in order to make such an augmented valuation ltヲ of W( in K ", [y] that 
W;(y2+ 1)> W{(y2+ 1), we must make such a valuation W; that increases 
a value of y-x or that of y +x. 
By M. Corollary 13. 2, both y -x and y + x can be key polynomials in W(. 
Let be W;(ν -x)=す >0 = W((ν -x) 
y2+ 1 = (ν -x)2+2x(y-x)+(x2 + 1) 
r. 1 .1 ] 町(が+1) = Min 11，~， 11 =二 =V02(y2+ 1). 1 ' 2' 1 
Then 
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Therefore VV; induces V02 by Theorem 13. 2. 
Next let us try to make an extension W of 九2 to Ky [X] that induces V30 
in K[x]. 
V20 = [v;ω ， V10x=0 ， 九o (.y2 十 1)= 1] 
円。=[九0 ，円。 {(x2 +l?-9(x2+ 1)+刈=4] 
九= [九九lY = 0 ，九2(ν2+ 1) 寸]
First we decide that W1 = [V02 , W1x=0]. 
W1 is an extension of V02 to Ky [x] . 
Next we try to' make such an augmented valuation W2 of W1 that 
W2(X2+ 1) = 1>0 = W1(X2+ 1). 
が+1 ，..._，ポーが in W1 ・
Because W1 [(x2 十 1)一 (x2一的]=九(V2+1)=f>帆(x2 +1)
x2 _y2 .......， (X-Y)(X 十 ν) in W1 ・
So, again by 恥1. Corollary 13. 2, both x -y and x + y can be key polynomials 
in W1 ・
Let be 院は-y)=す >0= 眠(x-y)
Then W2 == I WI> W2(x-y) = -?:-I is an augmented valuation of W1 in I -, -. 2 I 
Ky[x]. 
x2+1 = (x-y)2+2y(x- ν)+(y2+ 1) 
W2(X2 十 1)=Min [W2(X-y)2 , W 22x(x-y) , W2(y2+ 1)] 
r. 1 1 1 1 
W2(x2+1) = Min 11，~， ~I =ー・
I 2' 2 I 2 
;=夙(x2 十 1)<1 =九仙
But this is a natural result from the fact that 
and 
眠 [(x2 +1)ーは一山切)] =十 W1(X2+ 1) = 0 
可 2 ..2 x"+ l ......., x"-y in W1 ・
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In order to make such an augmented valuation TV3 of W2 in Ky [x] that 
W3(X2+ 1) > W2(X2+ 1) , there are two ways. 
One way is that we make a decomposition of x2 + 1 in W2 and pick 
one x-key polynomial 仇(x) out of factors of x2 + 1 and make such an xｭ
augmented valuation W3 of 司令 that W3Sﾚ3(X)> W2ψ3(X). 
The other way is that by Theorem 18. 1 we f?d such two polynomials 
g(x) and h(x) that 
where 
x2+1:=:; g(x)h(x) 
σ (x) ，...._. x-y 
in W j , 
in Wj ・
First, let us take the former way. 
W2(X-y)2 = 1 = W2(X2+ 1) 
So x2 +1 ，...._. 2y(x-y)+ ゾ+1 in W2 
れ1 ，...._.勾 [(x- y) +守l in W2 ・
Here we can simplify 
市-+一
hu
u一?引v? as follows. 
Because wμ_y) = W2 y2+_l 
2y 
and 2 ,...._. -1 and 1 -• ,...._. y 
-y 
ln 司令
so (x-y) + む1~(z-v)+ν(γ2十 1)
Ly 
x2 +1 ，...._. 2ν [(x-y) + ν(ρ叶 =(x+y3)2y in W2 
in W2 
This is a decomposition of x2 十 1 in W2 and (x_y)+(y3+ ν)=エ+y3 is a 
homogeneous key polynomial ψ3(X) in W 2 , because 
眠(け)=j= 川(が+1)=j
So we assign a value of W3(x+ y3) equal to 1 which is greater than 
f=W2(Z吋)=M叫W2(x-y) ， Wj (y3 十叫]
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Then W3 isan x-augmented valuation of W2 and W3(X2+ 1)=1 , 
because; x2 十 1 =(x+ ゾ)2 _2y3(X 十 y3) +(y6 十 1) (24.4) 
y6+ 1 = (y2+ 1 )3 -3(ν2 十1)2十 3(y2+1) 
r 3 ~ 3 1 W3 (ゾ +1) = Min 卜， 2, ~I = V02(y6+ 1) =τ 
I 2 2 I 
W3(x2+1)=M 叶W 3(X+y3 )2, W3 げ (X+y3) , W杭町~(切ν6勺+ 1札叫)
=Min[十以，J1L，; l=1 ロ
Next, let us take the latter way. 
in W1 ・
Because 
x2+ 1 ，_， (x-y)(x+ ν) 
W1 = [V02 , W1x = 0] 
W1(x-y) = 0 = W1 (x十 y)
(x2 +1)一 (x-y)(x+ ν)= ゾ +1
帆 [(x2 + 1) 一 (x-y)(x十 y)] 士帆 (y2 十 1)=1
Therefore, along the proof of Theorem 18. 1 we must 五nd such two polyｭ
nomials l and m of x and y that 
so 
W1 [(x2+ 1) 一 {(x-y)十(作 l)m} {(什 y)+(y2十日 l}] >~-. (24.6) 
W1 (ぜ+1)+ W1 [l-(x-y)l一(叶 y)m一 (y2 十 1)似]>-f
W1 [1 ーは-y)l一(叶 y)m一(が +l)lm] >0
W1 (y2 十 1仇 W1仙ト i
If we can 五nd such two polynomial l and m that 
l-(x-y)l-(x+ ν)m = 1+y2 
then W1 [1-(x- ν)lーは切)m] = W1 (1+ が)> 0 and (24.6) holds 
Assumed that 1-x(l+m)+ ν (l-m) = 1 十 y2 ，
then l + m = 0 and l-m = ν 
namely 
because 
So, let be 
then 
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l = _'Y_ 
2 
m=---Y 
2 
x-y+(が+1)m=z-v-j(V2+1)
"-'x-y+ ν(ν2 + 1) 
x-y +(y2+ 1)m"-'x+ y3 in W1 
1 "-'--~ 
-2 
in W1 
x+y+(γ2 十 1)l= x+y+ (γ2+ 叫
"-'x+ ν 一 ν(ων2+ 1叫) 
x+ ν+(ν2+ 1)l"-'x_y3 in W1 
g(X)=X+y3 and h(X)=X-y3 
g(x) ,,-, x-νand h(x) ,,-, x+ y in W1 
and W1 [(x2+ 1)-g(判的)] =川6+ト?=九(ゾ+1) 
So, 
and 
so let be 
So 
Let be 
x2+1:::::::;g(x)h(x) in W1 
g(x) ,,-, x-y 
h(x) ，，-， x 十 y in W1 ・
W1 [(x2+ 1)-g(判的)]=;>I ，
W*g(x)=W*(x+y3)=1 , then 
W*(r+1)=1 , for W*g(x)h(x)=1. 
U沖 = W3 ・
。 =(x2 +1)3_9(x2 +1)+27.
And we must make such an augmented valuation W4 that W4if> W3if>. 
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But, here we meet a problem which we must solve immediately. We 
consider about it in ~ 25. 
~ 25. Greater valuation 
W1< 再三<耳元
This is a series of x-simply augmented inductive valuations which are exten・
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sions of 九2 to the ring K" [X]. 
W1 = [V02 , W1X = 0] 
院= [帆耽川)=+J
W3= [W2, W3(X+y3)= 1]
W1 (X2 +日， W2 (X2 + ト;， W3仙 1)= 1 
so W1(X2 + 1)< Wz(X2+ 1)< W3(X2+ 1). 
Let the valuations which WI> W 2, and W3 induce in K[x], be respectively 
W; , W; and W;. 
W; = [V;叩 ， W1x=0=W;x] 
町=[町，町(x2十ト +J
W; = [W; , W;(x2+1) = 1]
Because x2+ 1 isa key polynomial in W; of K[x] which 1 proved in Example 
10.1. But here W;(x2+ 1)> W;(x2+ 1). 
Here 1 give newly some definitions. 
Definition 25. 1. 
If U1 and U2 are valzωtions of K[x] and U1学 U2 and for eveゥ poly­
nomial f(x) 
UJ(x) 豆 Ud(x) ，
then U2 is called a greater valωtion of U1 ・
Definition 25. 2. 
If U2 is a greater valuation of U 1 , but U2 does not change a value oj、
the kり polynomial ﾘl (x) which produces UI> 
namely UIØI(ェ) = UZØI(X) , 
then ι is called ω1 augmented valuation of U1 ・
These definitions never contradict those which MacLane gave. And the 
definition of an augmented valuation of a valuation which 1 give here, coinｭ
cides completely with what MacLane gave. 
Here W3' is a greater valuation of W; , but it is not an augmented valuaｭ
tion of W;. In this case, if we make newly such a valuation W3* 
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W3* = [W; , Wa*(x2+1) = 1]
then W;水 is an augmented valuation of Rろ， and 耳ケ=耳な This means that 
W3* f(x) = W;f(x) for every polynomial f(x). 
When we discuss about valuations, the most important valuation is the 
last valuation of a series of augmented inductive valuations. 
In Example 24. 2, of course, the valuation that we want to make is the 
last valuation W which is an extension of V02 to Ky [x] and induces Vpo in 
K[x]. 
If we make such a valuation W of Ky [x] that 
W = [Wl> W(x+ が) = 1 = W3 (針ゾ)]
then by M. Lemma 15. 1 W = W3 and W is an augmented valuation of Wj 
and W induces W3* in K[x]. 
So Wjくれr = w;・
Thus, from a series of augmented inductive valuations, we can drop excessive 
valuations not to change the last valuation of the series. 
Like this, if we drop W2 from a series, 
明石<W2<W3 = w 
then we obtain a new series which induces in K[x] a new series W' < W3* 
= W; , which does not change the last valuation W;. 
So in Example 24. 2, we drop W2 and we continue our study about the 
new series 耳石<W3 ・ So hence W3= 叫ん
~ 26. Continuation of soluation of Example 24. 2 
Again we consider about ﾘ=(x2+1)3-9(x2+1)+27. From (24.4) and 
(24.5) 
x2 +1=(x+ゾ)2_2y3(X+ y3) + (y6 十 1)
W 3(X+y3 )2 =2 , W3(y6+1)= 三 and W3 ト2y3(叶ゾ)1 = 1. 2 -L -, - '.1 
Now let be (x+ ゾ)2 +(ゾ +1) =αand 
and -2y3(X+ y3) = ? and 
院α=f
W3~= 1. 
。 (x) = ゆ =(x2+ 1 )3 -9(x2 十 1) 十 27
=(α+~?-9(α+~)+27 
=(α3+3α2ç+3αe)-9α 十 W-9~+27). (26.1) 
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Therefore 
W3a3 = 4.5 , W3(3α2ç) = 5 , W3(3a?) = 4.5 
W3 (α3 十 3α2ç+ 3aÇ2) 孟 4.5 (26.2) 
W(-9α) = 3.5 (26. 3) 
W,(e -9ç+27) = W3 [{ーザ(叶 y3lf-9{ -2y3(X+y3)} 十寸
= Min [3, 3, 3] = 3 
From (26. 1), (26.2), (26.3), and (26.4) 
(26.4) 
W3?= W3(e-9?27) = 3 
1n this example, we must make such an augmented valuation W that 
耳切=4=V3。件
Let be ?-9?27 = P. 
P= -8y9(x+y3)3+18y3(ヱ+約十 27
y2"" -1 , _!_ "" -y and 2"" -1 in W3 
y 
竺 ~ν u三113+ 三立と -yl in W3 
3" -I ¥ 3 / 3 -I 
(ザY+三世-y=よ[川)3+9(x+y3) 一幻]/ 3 ~ 33 
By M. Theorem 9. 4, if we prove only that (x十 y3J3 十 9(x+y3)-27y is equivaｭ
lent irreducible in W 3 , then this expression is a homogeneous key polynomial 
in W3 ・
*( P ¥ For the sake of it, we may prove that HtI~， ¥ isirreducible in the 
¥ 33 J 
residue class ring of Ky [x] by W 3 , where H3* is a natural homomorphism 
of W1 ・
V01 = [Voo , V01 ν =0] is a valuation of K [ν] . 
So HIK[y]=Ft[ Yl ], where Hl is a natural homomorphism of V01 and 
Hl K [y ] is the resid ue class ring of K [ν] by V01 and Hl[Y] = Y1 ・
九2 = [九九円
H1 (が+1) = Yj' 十 1=0
Vn?生竺立 =0
3 
and 
Yj=i= イ三T
H?血主立 = Y? 
> 3
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Then H2K[y] = F2[Y2] , 
? ?一­? ?ρiv ???? ??
and H2 isa natural homomorphism of V02 , and H2K[y] is the residue class 
ring of K[ν] by V02 ・
W1 = [V02' W1x = 0] 
W1 is a valuation of Ky [x]. 
H1* X = X1 and H1* Ky [x] = F2* [X1] 
where F2*=凡(Y2) and H1* is a natural homomorpnism of Ky[x] by W1 ・
W3 = [Wb W3(X+y3) = 1]
HIネ (X+ ゾ)=HI勺+(H1* y)3
=X1 十 Y1'
=X1 + ♂ =X-i. 
XI-i = 0 X1 = i 
H;ホ三土豆\=Xq. then 
3 
H3* Ky [x] = F3* [X3L where 1マ = F2 ( 九)
because 凡(i)= F2 • 
町 (~)=i叫X3-i) , b…e H3* y = i 
Assumed that X; + X3 - i can be factorized in F3* [X3] , 
one of its factors is X 3-(a+bi) , where both a and b are 0, 1, or -1 in FI' 
for Y2 and X3 are algebrically independent with respect to F2 ・
We subsitute a+bi for X 3, then 
(a + bi)3 + α +bi-i= 0 
。3_b3i + α +bi-i = 0 H3*3 = 0 
b3 -b + 1 = b (b+ 1)(b -1) + 1 = 0 
Such b does not exist in FI ・ So b3 -b + 1 can not equal zero. 
And X3* + X3 - i is irreducible in 1ケ [X3].
(x+y3)3 +9(x+ ゾ)-27γis a key polynomial in W3 ・Then 
Now we decide an augmented valuation W4 of W3 as 
W4 [(叶 y3)3+ 9 (x + y3) 幻] = 3.5 , 
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where 3.5> W3 [(x+y3?+9(x+が)一向]=3
Then 耳石P=3.5.
Let be (x+ゾ?+9(X+y3)ー27y = 仇， then 
W~Ø4 = 3.5. 
In (26.3) -9α= 一(9x十が)2 -9(y6+ 1)
W4[ -9(x+ ポ)2] = W3 [-怜+ポ)2] = 4 
and W4 [-9(y6+1)]=W1 [-9(が +1)] =3.5 
deg，，[一的+が)2]< deg" ﾘ4 
So W4Ø=M吋W4{-9(x+ゾ)2} ， W 4{-9(y6+1)} , W4P] 
= Min [4, 3.5, 3.5] 
=3.5> W3ﾘ=3. 
W3(α3+3α2';+3α，';:2) ~ 4.5 
And P-9(y6 十 1)...... 。 in W4 ・ (26.5) 
Therefore, if we make such an augmented valuation Ws of W4 that 
W s[P-9(y6+1)]=4, then 
Wsﾘ=4 by (26.5). 
And this example 24. 2 is solved completely. 
P_9(y6+ 1) = -8y9(X+ y3?+ 18y3(x+y3)+27 _9(y6+ 1). 
-2""" しが...... -1 and -_!_...y in W4 
y 
P-9(y6+トy [(x+ が)3+9(x+ が) -27y+9y(ゾ+1)] 
P-9(ゾ +1)......ν [Ø4+ 9y(が+1)] in W4. (26.6) 
W4 [9y(y6+ 1)] = 3.5 = W4ﾘ4 
By M. Corollary 13.2，仇 +9y(y6+1) is a key polynomial in 耳石.
Then we decide an augmented valuation Ws of W4 that 
WS [Ø4十 9y(ゾ +1)] =4>W4[?+9y(y6+1)] 
By (26.6) Ws [P-9(ゾ +1)] =WsY[仇+9y(が +1)]
=4. 
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And Ws?= 4 = V30? by (26.5). 
In (26. 1) Ws (α3 十 3α2~+3αe) ~ W3 (α3+3α2~ 十 3α，~2) ~ 4.5. 
Therefore when we make such an augmented valuation 司令、 of W1 that 
W5ﾘ=4>3= W 3ø, we may neglet this term. Thus, example 24.2 is solved 
completely. 
~ 27. Homogeneous valuations 
Lemma 27.1. 
If W=[V, WØ(x)= μ] 必 an augmented valuation of a homogeneous 
valuation V of K [x] and ωe can insert such a valuation U between theJη 
that V<U< 叫ん then ﾘ(x) is not a homogeneous ρolynomial in V. 
Proof Let be U = [V , Uﾘ(x) = ν] ， and ﾘ(x) homogeneous in V. 
For every polynomial f(x) whose degree with respect to x is less than that 
of ﾘ(x) 
Wf(x) = Vf(x). 
Wψ(x) = Uﾘ(x) > Vゆ(x) . (27. 1) 
So deg ﾘ(x) = deg ﾘ(x) , for degψ(x)孟 degﾘ(x) by (27.1). 
Let be 。 (x) = ψ (x) + r(x) 
then deg 川x)<degØ(x)= deg ψ (x) . 
。 (x)= ゆ (x)+ r(x) is a key polynomial in U which the key polynomial 
ﾘ(x) produces from V , so by M. Theorem 9.4. Ur(x) = Uゆ(x)> Vψ (x) 
while V r(x) = U r(x) γ deg r(x) <deg ﾘ(x) . 
Namely Vr(x) > Vﾘ(x). 
So ﾘ(x) is not a homogeneous polynomials in V. For ﾘ is homogeneous 
in V. 
Therefore, from this Lemma we obtain immediately the following theorem. 
Theorem 27. 2. 
Every series of augmented inductive homogeneous valuations of K[x] 
V1<V2< ・・・ <V"
is a series of continuous augmented inductive valuations of K[x] , where all 
V1 , V2 , ・・. , V" are extensions of V;、 wihch is a valuatioJl of K. 
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Example 
九=[九 V1x= 0 ， 九(x2 +ト 1]
V2 is the valuation in Example 10. 1 in which 1 substitute x for y. 
Let be W= [九 W{(x2 +1)+3+32} =3] 
Then we can insert U so that 
V2< U<W 
where U=[九 U{(x2+ 1) 十 3} = 2]
(x2+ 1)+3 十 32 ，....， (x2 十 1)+ 3 in V2 
(x2+1)+3+32 is not a homogeneous polynomial in V 2 , for 12,....,3 in Vo, so 
12 is not a representative. 
But let be 
and 
(x2 十 1) 十 3= 。
(x2+ 1)+3 +32 = ?
や=や」ャ 32 and []，φ= []，や = U32 
namely ?is a homogeneous polynomial in U. 
So in a series of continuous inductive valuations 
V<U<W 
every key polynomial is homogeneous. 
In this paper, 1 often use the two following lemmas which are related 
as Remark 3 and Remark 4, but 1 omit their proofs, for they are very easy. 
Remark 3. If a(x) ,....,b(x)+c(x) and b(x) ,....,b'(x) in V 
and Va(x) 口 Vb(x)= V c(x) , 
then α (x) ，....， b' (x) + c(x) in V. 
Remark 4. 
If引x) is a key polynomial which produces an augmented valuation W 
of a valuation V of K[x] and a(x) ，....，ゆ (x) in Vand deg (α (x)-Ø(x))<deg ゆ (x)
and 
and 
then 
V(a(x)-Ø(x)) 討+印刷
Wﾘ(x) = 0+ Vﾘ(x) , 
Wa(x) = Wﾘ(x). 
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1 want to relate what 1 can not do in this paper, in Part three of the 
same theme which will be published in future. 
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